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tray, the dissolution of 840 grammes of zinc will raise the specific
gravity from 1-1 to 1-3. This would result from the consumption of
3400 grammes (or 120 ounces) of sulphate of copper. Keep account
of the quantities of sulphate of copper put into each tray, from time
to time; also occasionally, before putting in the fresh sulphate of
copper, test the specific gravity by a hydrometer. Before the specific
gravity of the stratum of liquid level with the zinc grating reaches
1-35, draw out some of the liquor, and pour fresh water into the space
over the zinc.

TRAY BATTERY FOR THE SIPHON" RECORDER.

By SIR WILLIAM THOMSON, F.R.S., LL.D.

THE battery consists of square Wooden trays lined with lead, and zinc-
gratings resting in them on wooden or stone-ware props. In the-
lower edge of each tray, on the outside, a groove is cut to facilitate
pouring in fresh water over the zincs, during the use of the battery.-
A stout copper Wire is soldered to the lead lip of each tray, to-
facilitate making connection to electrodes when required. To allow
the deposit of copper to be readily removed, a narrow slip of sheet
copper is soldered to the lead near the middle of the bottom of each
tray, and all the rest of the lead both over the bottom and on the
slant sides is carefully coated with, paraffin, bees wax, or other non-
conducting material, such as varnish of any convenient kind; and a
piece of dutch metal paper, with its metallic side up, and with the
slip of copper passing through a hole in it to its upper side, is parted
flat down over the varnished bottom. The slip is then bent and.
sprung so as to press with its end firmly on the metallic surface.

TRAY BATTERY.

Fig. 3 .
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The same object may be attained by the following alternative
process, with less trouble, in case of setting up afresh old lead
trays, which, from want of the precaution, have been ruffled by a
deposit of copper adhering to them too firmly to be removed. The
whole of the lead, bottom and slant sides, of the tray, must be
thickly varnished, except a small area of a quarter of an inch
diameter at the centre, which must be cleaned so as to present a
fresh metallic surface, to make contact with a sheet of copper
placed in the bottom of the tray, and to receive enough of deposited
copper to establish a permanent metallic connexion between the lead
and the sheet of copper. ;JTo make sure of an initial contact between
the copper and the lead, a burred hole is made in the centre of the
sheet of copper, (by a round-headed punch, the copper being placed
on a piece of soft wood,) before it is put into the tray. The under
surface of the copper plate must be also carefully varnished except the
burr projecting downwards. In laying the sheet of copper in the bot-
tom of the lead tray, it must be so placed that the bur presses on the
clean portion of the lead. When properly placed, secure it by wax at
its corners and edges so as to prevent it from shifting, and to keep
it lying flat in case of any part of it showing a tendency to curl up.

Each zinc is to be protected by a square of parchment paper
bent round below it, and folded neatly at the corners and fixed with
sealing wax** Care must be taken that the edge of the paper be
generally f inch (and in no place less than a £ inch) above the upper
level of the bars of the zinc grating. It must be bound firmly to the
zinc, by twine passing under the parchment paper, and tied over the
zinc above; also by a long piece of twine several times round the
square. Each lead tray should have a stout copper wire soldered
to it, projecting about three inches from one corner.

To support a pile of trays take four blocks of wood each four or
five inches square in horizontal dimensions and of any convenient
height: and place them in positions to bear the four corners of a tray.
The pile must be so placed as to give ready access to each of its sides.
Put a piece of thick sheet gutta'percha, six inches square, on the top
of each of the wooden squares, and then lay down the first tray upon

* Pi'ess the papef against the zinc between finger and thumh on each side of the
corner and draw the bight or bend of the paper diagonally away from the corner; then
fold the bight round the vertical corner of the zinc, and press it against the flat zinc
surface on one side or other of the corner. Secure with sealing wax in the bight, and
where one side of it is pressed against the paper on the vertical zinc surface. Then tie it
round carefully with cord in the manner described in the text.
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them, seeing that it is properly levelled. Put four hard wood or
stone blocks, each 1£ inch cube, in the corners of the tray, and
put one of the zinc gratings resting with its four corners on these
props. Put a quarter-saturated solution of sulphate of zinc (specific
gravity about 1.1) into the tray, pouring in first between the lead
and the parchment paper, and afterwards filling up to the level
of the top of the zinc grating, by pouring some of the solution
directly on the zinc over the paper. See that the top corners
of the zinc, and the bottom corners of the tray to rest upon
it, are all properly tinned, and clean and dry. Place a lead tray
resting with its four corners on the upper projecting corners
of the zinc. Place four wooden or stone props in the corners
of this second tray, put a second zinc upon them, and fill with
solution as before. Observe in placing the trays, to turn them
with their grooved edges on the same side of the pile, and that
the side most convenient for pouring in fresh water. Proceed
thus until a pile of from six to ten trays, one over the other, is
made and filled with liquid. Solder a stout copper wire for electrode
to one of the corners of the top zinc. In the same way make as
many piles as are required. Leave a space pf about one foot breadth
between each pile and its neighbour. Connect these piles in series,
the top zinc of one pile to the lowest lead tray of the next one.

The crystals of sulphate of copper to be used should be broken into
small pieces, the largest not more than the size of a pea, and weighed
out in quantities of an ounce each. To put the battery in aotion
drop in four ounces to each cell; one ounce separately on each side,
distributing it as equally as may be, along the space between the
wooden Oprops; and immediately after doing so, short-circuit the
cell, and keep it on short-circuit till required for use. Within a
short time (ten minutes or a quarter of an hour) the battery will
be ready to act at full power. Take care not to drop in- any crystals
so near the corners as to fall against the wooden or stone props.

From time to time put in more sulphate of copper; always
regularly four ounces to each tray, one ounce separately along each
side, as in first charging the battery : but never put put in a fresh
supply of the crystals until the previous supply is nearly all used
up. If at any time the battery is to be out of use for several days,
short-circuit it until all the sulphate of copper is used up. The
short-circuit should be broken, when there is ELQ sulphate of copper
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remaining in any of the trays. From time to time draw off by a
siphon from a point a little below the lowest level of the zinc,
enough of the liquor to sink the surface by about a quarter of an
inch; and then fill up to the proper height by pouring in fresh
•water by a funnel to the space above the grating bars. The
specific gravity of the liquor drawn off each time should be tested by
a hydrometer, and the quantity drawn off should be regulated so as
keep the specific gravity of the liquor in the cell at about from 1*15
to 1-35.

APPENDIX.

TABLE OF CHEMICAL ATOMIC WEIGHTS.

Substance. Symbol. Atomic Weight.
Copper Cu ... 63-4
Zinc Zn ... 65-2
Sulphur S ... 32
Oxygen O ... 16
Hydrogen H ... 1

Crystallized sulphate of copper (Cu S O4 + 5 H2O) contains

Metallic Copper
Sulphur ... ... ...
Oxygen
Hydrogen

Crystallized sulphate of zinc (Zn SO4 + \
Metallic Zinc
Sulphur
Oxygen
Hydrogen

25-4 per cent.
12-8 „
57-7 „

4-0 „
rH2O) contains

22-7 per cent.
11-1 „
61-3 „
4-9

The following Tables, giving the densities of various solutions of
sulphate of copper and sulphate of zinc up to saturation are extracted
from Storer's Dictionary of Solubilities (1864).

Per-centage of Specific gravity
crystallized sulphate of solution
of copper in solution. at 18° Cent.

5 1-031.9

10 1-0649

15 1-0993

20 1-1354
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Per-centage of crystal-
lized sulphate of
zinc in solution.

25

30. (.saturated)
5

10

15

. 20
25
.30

35 . .
40

45

50
55

• 00
62-1 (saturated)

Specific gravity
of solution
at 25° Cent.

1-1738
1-2146 .
1-0289
1-0588
1-0899
1-1222
1-1560
1-1914
1-2285
1-2674
1-3083 .
1-3511 '
1-3964
1-4439
1-4650

A DIRECT METHOD OF DETERMINING BATTERY
RESISTANCE.

By Dr. WERNER SIEMENS.

OHM'S law enables us to determine the constants of galvanic circuits,
that is to say, to measure them in terms' of conventional units by
measuring the intensity of currents. - •

But exact measurements of currents are difficult and troublesome
to make, even if all the necessary instruments are at hand. It has
therefore been the endeavour of electricians to find methods which
allow of the direct determination of the constants of the galvanic
elements without measurements of currents.

By means of that beautiful arrangement, the Wheatstone's Bridge,
the question has been solved in a most satisfactory way for the"
measurement of the resistance of that part of the circuit in which
no electromotive force exists.

Poggendorf .succeeded in measuring, by his so-called compensation
method, electromotive forces with a degree of accuracy such as is
wanted for scientific determinations. His methods Avere extended by
Boscha, Dubois Raymond, and others.
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